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VIRTUAL MACHINE STORAGE MANAGEMENT QUEUE

BACKGROUND

Virtual machines (VMs) are used to allow several logical computers run on a single

computing device. VMs conveniently may also be created on-the-fly as needed. Typically, a VM

makes use of several different disk volumes, including, for example, a configuration volume, a data

volume, a swap volume, etc. In some systems (e.g., VMware), each VM has at least four volumes,

and each volume may have up to 32 snapshots (presenting a view of the data on that volume at a

particular moment in time). Thus, each VM may be associated with 1 8 or more volumes. If a

system runs 1,000 VMs, for example, there may be on the order of 128,000 volumes, which is more

than a typical data storage system is capable of presenting at once, even if the system is internally

capable of managing that many logical drives.

A virtual logical volume (e.g., a VMWare VVol) is a logical volume that is managed by a

data storage system but presented to an external host via a protocol endpoint (PE). A PE presents

many internal logical volumes to an external host. An external host is able to monitor and manage

virtual logical volumes on a data storage system (DSS) by making management calls to a virtual

logical volume manager. For example, in the case of VMWare VVols, the host may make calls using

the vSphere Storage APIs for Storage Awareness (VASA) to a VASA provider application operating

either on or off of the DSS.

SUMMARY

Unfortunately, there are complications in operating a VASA provider to provide responses to

VASA commands in an efficient manner. For example, if the VASA provider is inundated with

commands, it may attempt to process more commands at once than can be efficiently handled by the

data storage system, causing an operations scheduler on the DSS to perform multitasking

management in order to effectively switch between and prioritize threads. However, because the

operations scheduler is unaware of the VASA protocols, it may perform this task sub-optimally. For

example, certain VASA commands may have a long timeout period (e.g., 60 seconds), while other

may have relatively short timeout period (e.g., 5 seconds). If the VASA provider is inundated with

many long timeout period VASA commands followed by some short timeout period VASA

commands, the operations scheduler may schedule all the long timeout period VASA commands to



complete before proceeding to the short timeout period VASA commands. This may cause the short

timeout period requests to fail due to timeout even though they may be regarded as higher priority

than the longer timeout period requests that were scheduled earlier.

Thus, it would be desirable to implement a VASA-aware scheduling layer able to present

VASA commands to the data storage system in a manner that takes the type of VASA command and

other protocol-specific requirements into account in the scheduling process. This may be achieved

by implementing a Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler in conjunction

with a VVol Management Command Queue on the VASA provider.

In one embodiment, a computer-implemented method is performed by a computing device.

The method includes (a) receiving, by the computing device, a stream of storage management

commands directed at logical disks hosted by a DSS, the logical disks being accessible to VMs

running on a remote host, each storage management command having a command type of a plurality

of command types, each command type of the plurality of command types having a respective

timeout period, (b) placing the storage management commands of the stream into a VM storage

management queue stored on the computing device, and (c) selectively dequeueing storage

management commands stored in the VM storage management queue to be performed by the DSS,

wherein selectively dequeueing includes applying a set of dequeueing criteria, the set of dequeueing

criteria including a criterion that selects storage management commands from the VM storage

management queue according to their respective command types. An apparatus and computer

program product for performing a similar method are also provided.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The foregoing and other objects, features, and advantages will be apparent from the

following description of particular embodiments of the present disclosure, as illustrated in the

accompanying drawings in which like reference characters refer to the same parts throughout the

different views.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram depicting an example system and apparatus for use in connection

with various embodiments.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram depicting an example apparatus for use in connection with various

embodiments.



Fig 3 is a flowchart depicting an example method for use in conjunction with various

embodiments.

Fig. 4 is a flowchart depicting an example method for use in conjunction with various

embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Embodiments are directed to implementing a VASA-aware scheduling layer able to present

VASA commands to the data storage system in a manner that takes the type of VASA command and

other protocol-specific requirements into account in the scheduling process. This may be achieved

by implementing a Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler in conjunction

with a VVol Management Command Queue on the VASA provider.

Fig. 1 depicts a system 30. System 30 includes a set of hosts 32 (depicted as hosts 32(1), . . . ,

32(q)) that communicate with a data storage system (DSS) 44 over a network, such as storage area

network (SAN) 42, although that is by way of example only.

A host 32 may be any kind of computing device configured to operate on a network, such as,

for example, personal computers, workstations, server computers, enterprise servers, laptop

computers, tablet computers, smart phones, mobile computers, etc. or combinations thereof.

Typically, a host 32 is a server computer or an enterprise server. Host 32(1) represents an example

typical host 32. A typical host 32(1) runs a virtual machine (VM) management application 38, which

manages a plurality of VMs 34 (depicted as VMs 34(a), 34(b), . . . , 34(m)) executing on one or

more processors (not depicted) of the host 32(1). VM management application 38 may include a

hypervisor, as is well-known in the art. Each VM 34 may be associated with one or more virtual

storage volumes such as VVols 36 (depicted as VVols 36(a), 36(b), . . . , 36(n)). These VVols 36 are

not actually present on host 32(1), being logical abstractions of storage volumes presented by DSS

44, made to appear to the VMs 34 like actual disks by the VM management application 38.

DSS 44 is a computing device, having network interface circuitry 46, memory 48, persistent

storage 52, and other system resources 54. DSS 44 may be any kind of computing device, such as,

for example, a personal computer, workstation, server computer, enterprise server, laptop computer,

tablet computer, smart phone, mobile computer, etc. or combinations thereof. Typically, a DSS 44 is

a cabinet-mounted device having two or more storage processors (not depicted) configured to access

the persistent storage 52. In a typical arrangement, a storage processor is configured as a board or



enclosure mounted within a rack connected to persistent storage 52 also mounted within the rack.

These components, in combination, may make up DSS 44.

Network interface circuitry 46 may include one or more Ethernet cards, cellular modems,

Fibre Channel (FC) adapters, Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) wireless networking adapters, and other

devices for connecting to a network, such as a SAN 42, local area network (LAN), wide area

network (WAN), cellular data network, etc. Network interface circuitry 46 is able to communicate

with hosts 32. In operation, VMs 34 running on host 32(1) send data storage commands to DSS 44

in order to read from and write to persistent storage 52.

Persistent storage 52 may include one or more of any kind of storage device (not depicted)

able to persistently store data, such as, for example, a magnetic hard disk drive, a solid state storage

device (SSD), etc. Persistent storage 52 may be arranged as a plurality of RAID groups, each made

up of one or more storage devices, which may logically combine to create a logical disk having

larger size or redundancy features or both, depending on the RAID level, as is well-known in the art.

System resources 54 includes other resources of the DSS 44 not otherwise depicted,

including processing circuitry, I/O circuitry configured to connect to a storage interconnect bus (e.g.,

via a backplane) to enable communication with disks of persistent storage 52. The storage

interconnect bus may include one or more of a Fiber Channel, SCSI, Serial Attached SCSI, ATA,

Serial ATA, or other similar storage buses for communicating with storage. The processing circuitry

of system resources 54 includes a set of processing cores 56 (depicted as cores 56(a), 56(b),

56(q)) capable of executing a set of execution threads 58 (depicted as threads 58(a), 58(b),

58(r)), which may execute in parallel.

Memory 48 may be any kind of digital system memory, such as, for example, random access

memory (RAM). Memory 48 stores one or more operating systems in operation (not depicted, e.g.,

Linux, UNIX, Windows, MacOS, or a similar operating system), various applications executing on

cores 56 (e.g., storage management module 60 and VVol manager 64) as well as data used by those

applications. Memory 48 may also store in-memory representations of mounted volumes 50

(depicted as mounted volumes 50(a), 50(b), 50(c), . . . , 50(p)) as well as in-memory representations

of threads 58 (not depicted within memory 48).

Mounted volumes 50 may either be actual partitions on persistent storage or they may be

made up of a plurality of slices drawn from persistent storage, either thinly- or thickly- allocated, as

is well-known in the art.



Storage management module 60 is configured to allow storage management operations to be

performed on the mounted volumes 50. Storage management module 60 may include an operations

scheduler 62, which also runs on cores 56 and is configured to assign storage management

operations to particular threads 58 executing on particular cores 56. However, storage management

module 60 is not aware of the VASA protocol (or another similar VM storage management

protocol).

VVol manager 64 is shown dashed in memory 48 because it only runs on DSS 44 in some

embodiments. In other embodiments, VVol manager 64 instead runs on one of the hosts 32 (depicted

on host 32(q)) or on a VVol management server 63. ol manager 64 includes a Command-type

Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66, which also runs on cores 56. VVol manager 64

also includes a VVol Management Command Queue 65. Further detail with respect to VVol

manager 64, VVol Management Command Queue 65, and Command-type Aware VVol

Management Command Scheduler 66 is provided below in connection with Fig. 2.

In some embodiments, memory 48 may also include a persistent storage portion (not

depicted). Persistent storage portion of memory 48 may be made up of one or more persistent

storage devices, such as, for example, hard disk drives, solid-state storage devices, flash drives, etc.

Persistent storage of memory 48 is configured to store programs and data even while the DSS 44 is

powered off. The OS (e.g., Linux, UNIX, Windows, or a similar operating system) and the

applications (e.g., modules 60, 62, 64, 66) are typically stored in persistent storage (either persistent

storage of memory 48 or persistent storage 52) so that they may be loaded into a system portion of

memory 48 from persistent storage upon a system restart. These applications, when stored in non-

transient form either in the volatile portion of memory 48 or in persistent storage, form a computer

program product. The cores 56 running one or more of these applications thus forms a specialized

circuit constructed and arranged to carry out the various processes described herein.

A stream 67 of storage management commands 68 (depicted as commands 68(a), 68(b),

68(s)) are shown traversing SAN 42 from host 32 to DSS 44. Each storage management command

68 has a timeout value associated therewith. For example, command 68(a) may be a VVol Bind or

Unbind operation, shown having a timeout period of 60 seconds, while command 68(b) may be a

VVol Snapshot Commit operation, shown having a timeout period of 5 seconds, and command 68(s)

may be a VVol Create or Delete operation, shown having no timeout period.



Fig. 2 depicts a computing device 69 configured to run VVol manager 64. In some

embodiments, computing device 69 is the DSS 44, in other embodiments, computing device 69 is a

host 32, and in yet other embodiments, computing device 69 is a VVol management server 63.

Computing device 69 includes memory 70, processing circuitry 72, user interface (UI)

circuitry 76, and a clock 78. Computing device 69 may also include other features typically found in

a computing device (omitted for clarity).

Processing circuitry 72 may be any kind of processor or set of processors configured to

perform operations, such as, for example, a microprocessor, a multi-core microprocessor, a digital

signal processor, a system on a chip, a collection of electronic circuits, a similar kind of controller,

or any combination of the above.

Network interface circuitry 74 may include one or more Ethernet cards, cellular modems,

Fibre Channel (FC) adapters, Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) wireless networking adapters, and other

devices for connecting to a network, such as a SAN 42, local area network (LAN), wide area

network (WAN), cellular data network, etc. Network interface circuitry 74 is able to communicate

with hosts 32. In operation, VMs 34 running on a host 32 send storage management commands 68 to

computing device 69 to be queued into and subsequently dequeued from VVol Management

Command Queue 65 by Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66. Upon

dequeueing, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 forwards the

storage management commands 68 to the operation scheduler 62 on the DSS 44 for performance.

UI circuitry 76 contains circuitry for interfacing with one or more UI devices (not depicted)

that allow one or more human agents (not depicted) to input and receive data to and from the

computing device 69. For example, UI circuitry 76 may include a serial bus adapter, a graphics

adapter, etc., while UI devices may include one or more of a display device (e.g., a CRT, LCD,

plasma, or LED monitor) and an input device (e.g., a mouse, trackpad, tracking stick, keyboard,

keypad, microphone, biometric sensor, etc.).

Clock 78 is configured to provide the time to the processing circuitry 72.

Memory 70 may be any kind of digital system memory, such as, for example, random access

memory (RAM). Memory 70 stores one or more operating systems in operation (not depicted, e.g.,

Linux, UNIX, Windows, MacOS, or a similar operating system), various applications executing on

processing circuitry 72 as well as data used by those applications.



As depicted, memory 70 stores VVol manager 64 during execution. VVol manager 64

includes Command-type Aware Wol Management Command Scheduler 66 and VVol Management

Command Queue 65.

VVol Management Command Queue 65 stores queued VVol management commands 80

(depicted as queued VVol management commands 80(a), 80(b), 80(c), . . . , 80(t)), placed there by

Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 upon receiving respective

storage commands 68 from hosts 32. In some embodiments, there is a threshold minimum number

82 of queued VVol management commands 80 (e.g., a minimum of eight queued VVol management

commands 80) that must be present before Command-type Aware VVol Management Command

Scheduler 66 begins dequeueing the queued VVol management commands 80 from the Wol

Management Command Queue 65.

Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 includes a set of

dequeueing criteria 84 (depicted as dequeueing criteria 84(a), 84(b), . . . , 84(u)), which it applies to

decide in what order to dequeue the queued VVol management commands 80 from the VVol

Management Command Queue 65. At least one of the dequeueing criteria 84 (e.g., 84(a) as depicted)

is a criterion that selects storage management commands from the VVol Management Command

Queue 65 according to their respective command types 86.

In some embodiments, one or more of the following dequeueing criteria 84 may be defined:

• Limit the number of storage management commands 68 running simultaneously taking into

account limitations of the system resources 54 of the DSS 44 such as number of cores 56, the

number of threads 58 dedicated for management operations handing, etc.

• Accumulate incoming storage management commands 68 in the queue 65 for some period of

time (e.g., 1 second) to be able to make prioritization decision effectively.

• Use a static operations priority scale, so, for example Bind operations will always go before

Create operations. This is the simplest approach that can be quite effective in some cases,

but, if used in isolation, it may have a starvation problem - higher priority requests may

cause other requests to hang forever.

• Reserve threads 58 per type of storage management command 68 (or group of types of

storage management commands 68), which means that, for example, only N Bind/Unbind

and M Create/Delete storage management commands 68 can be executed simultaneously. N



and M can be configured by the storage administrator or calculated/pre-defined by the

system.

• Take into account the time storage management commands 68 have been waiting to be

processed - how long a queued VVol management command 80 stays in the queue 65 -

compare it with the operation's response time requirement (e.g., based on the timeout period

defined for that storage management command's 68 type) and/or with the waiting times of

other storage management commands 68. So queued VVol management commands 80 which

have stayed in the queue 65 for too long and whose timeout is about to expire are processed

before it is too late.

• If the number of incoming queued VVol management commands 80 accumulated in the

queue 65 reaches a maximum queue size limit - reject incoming storage management

commands 68 with a VASA PROVIDER BUSY error code and thus inform the hosts 32 that

the corresponding storage management command 68 should be retried a bit later since the

DSS 44 is overloaded with incoming storage management commands 68.

• If number of incoming VVol management commands 80 accumulated in the queue 65 is

high, and too many are reaching their timeout values to be timely processed, deliberately

drop some of the VVol management commands 80 with VASA PROVIDER BUSY forcing

the host 32 to retry the storage management commands 68 a bit later. The Command-type

Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 may drop VVol management commands

80 with types having a lowest relative priority in a hierarchy.

• In case of multiple clients (each client operating a separate VM manager 38), define priorities

of storage management command 68 handling per client and enforce priorities while taking

storage management commands 68 for processing from the queue 65.

• Allow a user (e.g., an administrator of the VVol manager 64) to configure parameters of the

Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66.

In some embodiments, memory 70 may also include a persistent storage portion (not

depicted). Persistent storage portion of memory 70 may be made up of one or more persistent

storage devices, such as, for example, hard disk drives, solid-state storage devices, flash drives, etc.

Persistent storage of memory 70 is configured to store programs and data even while the computing

device 69 is powered off. The OS (e.g., Linux, UN D , Windows, or a similar operating system) and



the applications (e.g., VVol manager 64, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command

Scheduler 66, etc.) are typically stored in persistent so that they may be loaded into memory 70 from

persistent storage upon a system restart. These applications, when stored in non-transient form either

in the volatile portion of memory 70 or in persistent storage, form a computer program product. The

processing circuitry 72 running one or more of these applications thus forms a specialized circuit

constructed and arranged to carry out the various processes described herein.

Fig. 3 illustrates an example method 100 performed by computing device 69. It should be

understood that any time a piece of software (e.g., storage management module 60, operation

scheduler 62, VVol manager 64, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler

66, etc.) is described as performing a method, process, step, or function, in actuality what is meant is

that a computing device (e.g., host 32, DSS 44, VVol Manager Server 63, etc.) on which that piece

of software is running performs the method, process, step, or function when executing that piece of

software on its processing circuitry 72.

It should be understood that, within Figs. 3 and 4, various steps and sub-steps are dashed

because they may be optional and not fundamental to method 100. However, it should be understood

that, in some embodiments, one or more of the other steps or sub-steps may also be omitted.

Similarly, in some embodiments, one or more steps or sub-steps may be combined together or

performed in a different order. Method 100 is performed by computing device 69, more specifically

by its processing circuity in conjunction with various other system components.

In optional step 110, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66

receives information regarding one or more dequeueing criteria 84 from a user via the UI circuitry 76

or via the network interface circuitry (e.g., from a remote computer running a remote control

interface and having its own UI circuitry for interfacing with the user). Step 1 0 may either involve

sub-step 1 2 or sub-step 114.

In sub-step 112, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 receives

information regarding preference information for various clients. For example, a storage vendor may

sell VM storage to multiple clients. The storage vendor may charge different rates to different clients

in a tiered manner. Thus, an administrator of the storage vendor may input information in step 112

that indicates that storage commands 68 from client A, who has paid for premium service, should

take priority over storage commands 68 from client B, who has only paid for standard service.



In sub-step 114, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 receives

information regarding the definition or definitions of one or more dequeueing criteria 84. The

information may also include the relative importance of the various dequeueing criteria 84 so that

the dequeueing criteria 84 can be applied in a particular user-defined order.

In optional step 120, which is performed in embodiments in which sub-step 112 was

performed, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 defines a hierarchy

of preferred clients based on the received preference information from sub-step 112. Thus, if the user

inputs that client A has preference over client B, client B has preference over client C, and client D

has equal preference to client B, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66

creates (or modifies) a particular dequeueing criterion 84(x) associated with client prioritization to

indicate a hierarchy of A > (B, D) > E.

In step 130, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 receives a

stream 67 of storage management commands 68 directed at logical disks (e.g., mounted volumes 50)

hosted by DSS 44, the logical disks being accessible to VMs 34 running on a remote host 32, each

storage management command 68 having a command type of a plurality of command types, each

command type of the plurality of command types having a respective timeout period. For example,

in one embodiment, the command types in Table 1 have respective associated timeout periods as

indicated. Step 130 may be thought of as operating continuously on a continually-updated stream 67

of storage management commands 68.

Table 1.

In some embodiments, in optional step 140, if the VVol Management Command Queue 65 is

full (e.g., if it contains more than a pre-defined maximum number of queued VVol management



commands 80), Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 rejects incoming

storage management commands 68 of the stream 67 as long as the VVol Management Command

Queue 65 remains full. In some embodiments, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command

Scheduler 66 rejects incoming storage management commands 68 regardless of the type or source of

the incoming storage management commands 68.

In step 150, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 places the

incoming storage management commands 68 into the VVol Management Command Queue 65.

Finally, in step 160, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66

selectively dequeues queued storage management commands 80 stored in the VVol Management

Command Queue 65 to be performed by the DSS 44. Selectively dequeueing includes the

Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 applying a set of dequeueing

criteria 84, the set of dequeueing criteria 84 including at least one criterion 86 that selects queued

storage management commands 80 from the VVol Management Command Queue 65 according to

their respective command types. Further detail with respect to step 160 is provided below in

connection with Fig. 4 .

In response to dequeueing, VVol Manager 64 sends the dequeued commands to the operation

scheduler 62 of the storage management module 60 of the DSS. If the VVol Manager 64 operates

within memory 48 of DSS 44, this may be done by marking the dequeued commands as ready for

operation scheduling or by a memory transfer. If the VVol Manager 64 operates on Wol Manager

server 63 or a host 32 off the DSS 44, this may be done by sending the dequeued commands over

SAN 42.

Fig. 4 depicts step 160 in further detail.

In optional step 210, Command-type Aware Wol Management Command Scheduler 66

allows the VVol Management Command Queue 65 to accumulate at least a fixed number (e.g.,

threshold minimum number 82) of queued Wol management commands 80 prior to applying the set

of dequeueing criteria 84. In another embodiment (not depicted), instead of waiting for the VVol

Management Command Queue 65 to accumulate the threshold minimum number 82 of queued VVol

management commands 80, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66

waits until the oldest queued VVol management command 80 in the VVol Management Command

Queue 65 has been pending in the queue 65 for at least a pre-determined time threshold (e.g., 1

second as measured by clock 78) prior to applying the set of dequeueing criteria 84. Optional step



210 may be viewed as embodying a particular dequeueing criterion 84 that is not command-type

aware.

In optional step 215, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66

dequeues the queued VVol management commands 80 from the VVol Management Command

Queue 65 at a rate based on availability of system resources 54. Thus, for example, in one

embodiment, if there are q cores 56, Command-type Aware Wol Management Command Scheduler

66 dequeues queued Wol management commands 80 from the VVol Management Command

Queue 65 such that no more than q (or, in some embodiments, q-\, 2q, or 2q-l) such commands are

pending in the operation scheduler 62 at once. As another example, in another embodiment, if DSS

44 is capable of executing at most r threads 58 simultaneously (or capable of executing r threads 58

in parallel efficiently), Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 dequeues

queued VVol management commands 80 from the VVol Management Command Queue 65 such

that no more than r (or, in some embodiments, r-1) such commands are pending in the operation

scheduler 62 at once. Optional step 215 may be viewed as embodying a particular dequeueing

criterion 84 that is not command-type aware.

In optional step 220, Command-type Aware Wol Management Command Scheduler 66

prioritizes the queued VVol management commands 80 for dequeueing from the VVol Management

Command Queue 65 according to a hierarchy of preferred clients, each queued VVol management

command 80 being associated with a particular client. In some embodiments, the hierarchy of

preferred clients is pre-defined, while in other embodiments, the hierarchy of preferred clients was

previously generated in step 120.

In step 230, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 applies

dequeueing criteria 84 including one or more criteria 86 that select queued VVol management

commands 80 from the VVol Management Command Queue 65 according to their respective

command types. Step 230 may be accomplished by applying the one or more dequeueing criteria 84

including one or more special criteria 86. Several dequeueing criteria 84 may be applied using a pre

defined or user-defined (see sub-step 114 above) relative importance ranking of the various

dequeueing criteria 84. In some embodiments, this may take the form of first applying a most-

important dequeueing criterion 84, then, to break any ties, applying a second-most-important

dequeueing criterion 84, then, to break any ties, applying a third dequeueing criterion 84, etc. In

other embodiments, it may take the form of assigning relative weights to the different dequeueing



criteria 84 and applying each of the dequeueing criteria 84 to generate scores for the queued VVol

management commands 80 from the VVol Management Command Queue 65, weighting the

generated scores from each of the dequeueing criteria 84 by their respective weights to achieve a

final score, which may be used to rank the queued VVol management commands 80 for dequeueing

from the VVol Management Command Queue 65.

Various sub-steps and sequences of sub-steps within step 230 may each define separate

dequeueing criteria 84. Thus, various dequeueing criteria 84 are defined by sub-step 240; sub-steps

250, 252, and 254; sub-steps 260 and 265; and sub-steps 270 and 275.

In sub-step 240, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66

prioritizes command types for dequeueing according to a command type hierarchy. Thus, for

example, Snapshot commands may take priority over Bind and Unbind commands, which take

priority over Create and Delete commands.

In one embodiment, depicted in sub-sub-step 245, the command type hierarchy prioritizes

command types having shorter timeout periods as opposed to those having longer timeout periods.

Thus, since Create and Delete commands have no timeout periods, they are assigned a lowest

priority in the command type hierarchy, while Bind and Unbind commands, which have timeout

periods of 60 seconds, are assigned an intermediate priority in the command type hierarchy.

Snapshot commands, which have timeout periods of 5 seconds, are assigned a higher priority in the

command type hierarchy.

In sub-step 250, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 allocates

a first portion of system resources 54 of the DSS 44 to storage management commands 68 having a

first set of command types. For example, in one embodiment, if DSS 44 is able to execute r threads

58 in parallel (or, similarly, if DSS 44 has q cores 56), then Command-type Aware VVol

Management Command Scheduler 66 may allocate M threads 58 (or cores 56) to storage

management commands 68 of the Snapshot command type, where M < r (M < q).

In sub-step 252, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 allocates

a second portion of system resources 54 to storage management commands 68 having a second set of

command types. For example, in one embodiment, if DSS 44 is able to execute r threads 58 in

parallel (or, similarly, if DSS 44 has q cores 56), then Command-type Aware ol Management

Command Scheduler 66 may allocate N threads 58 (or cores 56) to storage management commands

68 of the Bind, Unbind, Create, and Delete command types, where N < r (N < ). In one



embodiment, M+N = r or r-1 (or M+N = q or q-l). In other embodiments, additional portions of

system resources 54 are also allocated to other storage management commands 68 having other

command types. Thus, for example, M thread are allocated to Snapshot commands, N threads are

allocated to Bind and Unbind commands, and P threads are allocated to Create and Delete

commands, where M+N+P = r.

In sub-step 254, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 selects

queued VVol management commands 80 from the VVol Management Command Queue 65 for

dequeueing based on availability of system resources 54 allocated to respective types of storage

management commands 68. Thus, for example, if DSS 44 has thirty-two cores 56, Command-type

Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 may allocate five cores 56 to Snapshot

commands, fifteen cores 56 to Bind and Unbind commands, and eleven cores 56 to Create and

Delete commands. This helps ensure that even though Snapshot commands have short timeout

periods, the DSS 44 being inundated with a large number of earlier commands with longer timeout

periods will not block the short-timeout Snapshot commands from being executed prior to timing

out.

In sub-step 260, for each queued VVol management command 80 from the o

Management Command Queue 65, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler

66 determines a time usage fraction, the time usage fraction being calculated as a numerator divided

by a denominator. The numerator may be defined as in sub-sub-step 261, and the denominator

numerator may be defined as in sub-sub-step 262.

In sub-sub-step 261, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66

determines the numerator as being equal to an amount of time (e.g., as measured by clock 78) that

that queued Wol management command 80 has been pending in the VVol Management Command

Queue 65. In sub-sub-step 262, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66

determines the denominator as being equal to the respective timeout period for the command type of

that queued VVol management command 80. Thus, for example, if a Snapshot command has been

pending in the VVol Management Command Queue 65 for 3 seconds, it would have a time usage

fraction of 3/5. As another example, if a Bind command has been pending in the VVol Management

Command Queue 65 for 27 seconds, it would have a time usage fraction of 27/60. As another

example, since a Create command has no timeout period, no matter how long a Create command has

been pending, it would have a time usage fraction of 0.



In sub-step 265, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 selects

queued VVol management commands 80 from the VVol Management Command Queue 65 for

dequeueing based on which has a highest time usage fraction. Thus, the Snapshot command with the

time usage fraction of 3/5 from the above example would be dequeued prior to the Bind command

with the time usage fraction of 27/60, which would itself be dequeued prior to the Snapshot

command with the time usage fraction of 0 .

In sub-step 270, Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66

prioritizes command types according to a command type hierarchy. This may either be the same

command type hierarchy from sub-step 240 or it may be a different one.

In sub-step 275, in response to the VVol Management Command Queue 65 being full (or in

response to an attempt to add a new storage management command 68 to an already-full VVol

Management Command Queue 65), Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler

66 drops a queued VVol management command 80 having a lowest relative priority (in the hierarchy

of sub-step 270) from the VVol Management Command Queue 65 to make room for an incoming

storage management command 68 of the stream 67 having a higher priority. In such a case, the VVol

Manager would send a failure response (e.g., a VASA PROVIDER BUSY response) to the host 32

that issued the original storage management command 68 that was dropped.

Thus, techniques for implementing a VASA-aware scheduling layer able to present VASA

commands 68 to the DSS 44 in a manner that takes the type of VASA command and other protocol-

specific requirements into account in the scheduling process have been provided. This is achieved by

implementing a Command-type Aware VVol Management Command Scheduler 66 in conjunction

with a VVol Management Command Queue 65 on the VASA provider 69.

While various embodiments of the present disclosure have been particularly shown and

described, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various changes in form and details

may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the present disclosure as defined

by the appended claims.

For example, it should be understood that although various embodiments have been

described as being methods, software embodying these methods is also included. Thus, one

embodiment includes a tangible computer-readable medium (such as, for example, a hard disk, a

floppy disk, an optical disk, computer memory, flash memory, etc.) programmed with instructions,



which, when performed by a computer or a set of computers, cause one or more of the methods

described in various embodiments to be performed. Another embodiment includes a computer that is

programmed to perform one or more of the methods described in various embodiments.

It should be understood that all embodiments that have been described may be combined in

all possible combinations with each other, except to the extent that such combinations have been

explicitly excluded.

Finally, even if a technique, method, apparatus, or other concept is specifically labeled as

"conventional," Applicant makes no admission that such technique, method, apparatus, or other

concept is actually prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102 or 35 U.S.C. § 103, such determination being a

legal determination that depends upon many factors, not all of which are known to Applicant at this

time.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method performed by a computing device, the method comprising:

receiving, by the computing device, a stream of storage management commands directed at

logical disks hosted by a data storage system (DSS), the logical disks being accessible to virtual

machines (VMs) running on a remote host, each storage management command having a command

type of a plurality of command types, each command type of the plurality of command types having

a respective timeout period;

placing the storage management commands of the stream into a VM storage management

queue stored on the computing device; and

selectively dequeueing storage management commands stored in the VM storage

management queue to be performed by the DSS, wherein selectively dequeueing includes applying a

set of dequeueing criteria, the set of dequeueing criteria including a criterion that selects storage

management commands from the VM storage management queue according to their respective

command types.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein applying the set of dequeueing criteria includes applying the

criterion that selects storage management commands from the VM storage management queue

according to their respective command types by prioritizing command types for dequeueing

according to a command type hierarchy.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the command type hierarchy prioritizes command types having

shorter timeout periods.

4. The method of claim 2 wherein selectively dequeueing further includes allowing the VM storage

management queue to accumulate at least a fixed number of storage management commands prior to

applying the criterion that selects storage management commands from the VM storage management

queue according to their respective command types by prioritizing command types according to the

command type hierarchy.



5. The method of claim 1 wherein applying the set of dequeueing criteria includes applying the

criterion that selects storage management commands from the VM storage management queue

according to their respective command types by:

allocating a first portion of system resources of the DSS to storage management commands

having a first set of command types;

allocating a second portion of system resources of the DSS to storage management

commands having a second set of command types, the first portion and the second portion being

separate from each other, and the first set of command types being distinct from the second set of

command types; and

selecting storage management commands from the VM storage management queue for

dequeueing based on availability of system resources allocated to respective types of storage

management commands.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein:

the first portion of system resources includes a first subset of a set of processing threads the

DSS is capable of executing in parallel; and

the second portion of system resources includes a second subset of the set of processing

threads the DSS is capable of executing in parallel, the first subset and the second subset being

mutually exclusive.

7. The method of claim 5 wherein:

the first portion of system resources includes a first subset of a set of processing cores of the

DSS; and

the second portion of system resources includes a second subset of the set of processing cores

of the DSS, the first subset and the second subset being mutually exclusive.

8. The method of claim 1 wherein applying the set of dequeueing criteria includes applying the

criterion that selects storage management commands from the VM storage management queue

according to their respective command types by:



for each storage management command in the VM storage management queue, determining a

time usage fraction, the time usage fraction being calculated as a numerator divided by a

denominator, wherein:

the numerator equals an amount of time that that storage management command has

been pending in the VM storage management queue; and

the denominator equals the respective timeout period for the command type of that

storage management command; and

selecting a storage management command from the VM storage management queue for

dequeueing based on which has a highest time usage fraction.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein applying the set of dequeueing criteria includes applying the

criterion that selects storage management commands from the VM storage management queue

according to their respective command types by:

prioritizing command types according to a command type hierarchy; and

in response to the VM storage management queue being full, dropping a storage management

command having a lowest relative priority from the VM storage management queue to make room

for an incoming storage management command of the stream of storage management commands

having a higher priority.

10. The method of claim 1 wherein selectively dequeueing includes:

allowing the VM storage management queue to accumulate at least a fixed number of storage

management commands prior to applying the set of dequeueing criteria; and

dequeueing the storage management commands from the VM storage management queue at a

rate based on availability of system resources.

11. The method of claim 1 wherein applying the set of dequeueing criteria includes prioritizing

storage management commands for dequeueing according to a hierarchy of preferred clients, each

storage management command being associated with a particular client.

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the method further comprises:



receiving preference information for various clients from a user via a user interface device;

and

defining the hierarchy of preferred clients based on the received preference information for

various clients.

13. The method of claim 1 wherein the method further comprises receiving a portion of the set of

dequeueing criteria from a user via a user interface device.

14. The method of claim 1 wherein the method further comprises, in response to the VM storage

management queue being full, rejecting incoming storage management commands of the stream of

storage management commands as long as the VM storage management queue remains full.

15. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the DSS is the computing device; and

selectively dequeueing storage management commands includes sending the dequeued

storage management commands from the VM storage management queue to storage operation

scheduler of the DSS.

16. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the DSS is external to the computing device; and

selectively dequeueing storage management commands includes sending the dequeued

storage management commands from the computing device to the DSS over a network connection.

17. A computer program product comprising a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium

storing a set of instructions, which, when executed by a computing device, cause the computing

device to:

receive a stream of storage management commands directed at logical disks hosted by a data

storage system (DSS), the logical disks being accessible to virtual machines (VMs) running on a

remote host, each storage management command having a command type of a plurality of command

types, each command type of the plurality of command types having a respective timeout period;



place the storage management commands of the stream into a VM storage management

queue stored on the computing device; and

selectively dequeue storage management commands stored in the VM storage management

queue to be performed by the DSS, wherein selectively dequeuing includes applying a set of

dequeuing criteria, the set of dequeuing criteria including a criterion that selects storage management

commands from the VM storage management queue according to their respective command types.

18. An apparatus comprising:

network interface circuitry connecting to a remote host; and

processing circuitry coupled to memory, the processing circuitry being configured to:

receive, via the network interface circuitry, a stream of storage management

commands directed at logical disks hosted by a data storage system (DSS), the logical disks

being accessible to virtual machines (VMs) running on the remote host, each storage

management command having a command type of a plurality of command types, each

command type of the plurality of command types having a respective timeout period;

place the storage management commands of the stream into a VM storage

management queue stored on the computing device; and

selectively dequeue storage management commands stored in the VM storage

management queue to be performed by the DSS, wherein selectively dequeuing includes

applying a set of dequeuing criteria, the set of dequeuing criteria including a criterion that

selects storage management commands from the VM storage management queue according

to their respective command types.
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